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1. The purpose of this paper is to integrate the non-integrated First Main
Theorem ((i) of the Theorem in Part I [12]) for the case of a holomorphic
map /: V-+M, where V is an open complex manifold andM is compact kahlerian
and of the same dimension n as that of V. The formal aspect of the integra-
tion is trivial, but the more delicate part is to attend to the convergence of
the improper integrals which thus arise. In general, the convergence question
is quite untractable, as contrasted with the case of Riemann surfaces where
such matters can be adequately treated without exception [8]. The principal
results of this work are Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2; the simplicity and
the very geometric nature of the hypothesis in these results justify the ap-
proach adopted here.

I take this opportunity to point out that the proof of the Theorem in [12]
is incomplete at two places; the last section (§8) of this paper is devoted to
filling in these gaps.

2. Definition 2.1. Let V be an open complex manifold. A C°° function
τ: V -* [0, oo) is called an exhaustion function iff

(i) τ is proper, i.e. τ~ι (compact set) is compact,
(ii) τ has only isolated critical points in r""1^, oo) for some r0.
A first remark is that every open manifold, real or complex, always admits

an exhaustion function (in fact one with only nondegenerate critical points).
We will always work in the range [r0, oo). Let # be the set of critical values
of τ in [r0, oo). Then (ii) says that <β is discrete. If ί $ # , then r"1^) is a
compact submanifold of V by (i). If t e if, then τ'Ki) is a compact set which,
with a finite number of points deleted, is a submanifold of V. We will con-
sistently employ the notation:

V[t] = τ - m /],

dV[t] = τ-\t) .

It should be emphasized that the parameter value of the exhaustion functions
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in this paper goes to + oo . Now suppose that f:V—*M is holomorphic, dim
V = dim M=n, and M is compact kahlerian. Let 3) be the set of critical values
of / in M. By Sard's theorem, 3) is then of measure zero. Suppose further that

For each a € M', df is nonsingular at each point of /"Ka). Hence f'\a) is
discrete, and consequently f"\a) Π Ffr] is finite. Suppose now:

(a) t is not a critical value of τ.
(b) /-*(«) Π dV[t] = 0 .

Then the Theorem in [12] guarantees that if a € Af', then

(1) v(t) = n(t,ά) + ff*dcλa,

where v(t) now stands for v(V[t]), and similarly n(t9 a) = n(V[t], a). The no-
tation in [12] is of course used throughout this paper without further com-
ment.

Let [t1912] be an interval in [r0, oo) such that each 16 [tl912] satisfies (a) and
(b). Then (1) holds for all such t so that

( 2) j 'v{t)dt = j "n(f9 a)dt + J dt Γ f*dcλa ,

where a e Mr as usual. Now since each dV[t] is a submanifold provided that
at most a finite number of points F are deleted, in all matters concerning in-
tegration, such a set F can be ignored by standard approximation techniques.
Hence (2) continues to hold even if (a) is violated. To get around (b), more
work is required. The following lemma will be proved in §7.

Lemma A. If ae M', then j dτΛf*dcλa is finite for all r.

Granting this, Fubini's theorem implies that

J dτ Λ f*dcλa = Γ 2dt ff*dcλa .

In particular, the iterated integral on the right is a continuous function of t19

t2. Now the other two integrals in (2) are obviously also continuous functions
of t19 t2. Thus we may extend (2) to all sub-intervals of [r0, oo) regardless of
whether (a) and (b) are in force or not. Defining

Γ(r)= Γv(t)dt9
J r0
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N(r,ά)= Γn(t,ά)dt

for a € Mf, we therefore have

( 3 ) Γ(r) = JV(r, β) + J dτAf*dcλa.

If now /-1 (a) Π closure (V[r] - V[rJ) = {px, . . -, p j , let D? be a ball of
radius ε around each pa relative to some coordinate system, and let Dt =
U;:{ Dζ. Denoting V[r] — V[r0] - Dt by Ve, we have by way of Lemma A

that

Γ dτ Λ f»dίβJlβ = lim jdτ Λ

Since / is holomorphic, f*dcλa = dcf*λa. (This is the first time the holomor-
phy of / is needed.) As dτ A dψλa is C00 in Vt9 Proposition 7.10 of Bott &
Chern [9, p. 99] implies that

(dτAdψλa= ( d(dcτ A f*λa) - (f*λaAddcτ
J J J

Λ 1*λa - f*λa A ddcτ .

We now need a second lemma.

Lemma B. (i) J f*λa A ddcτ is finite.

(ii) lim I dcτ A f*λa = 0.
β— 0 %J

BD,

This Lemma, to be proved in §7 along with Lemma A, assures us that

lim Jdτ A dψλa = J dcτ A f*λa - J dcτ A f*λa

- J f**a Λ ddcτ .

If we define for each a € M'.

S(r, ά)= J f*λa A ddcτ - J dcτ A f*λa ,
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we have proved:

( 4 ) N(r,ά) = T(r)+ J dcτ Λ f*λa + S(r, a)

for each a e Mf.
3. Equation (4) will be used to derive some results to the effect that M

— f(V) is a set of measure zero. Before doing that, let us note the special re-
striction on (4), namely, that a e Mf. If a e M — M', then it is not clear that

I dcτ Λ i*λa exists. This is a serious problem because one would like to

have an inequality:

( 5 )

where C is some constant independent of a and r . If this were true, then the
conclusion in Theorem 4.1 about M — f(V) being a set of measure zero could
be strengthened to the statement that δ = 0 a.e. on M, where as usual

*(*) = lim inf (l - a)

T(r)

Now what happens in the case of Riemann surfaces is this: I dcτ Λ f*λa is

a continuous function of a, and so we may let C be the maximum of this
function on M (see [8, §9]).

As we do not even know the convergence of j dcτ Λ f*λa in general,

this program is out of reach.
4. We will now proceed to put some restrictions on the Levi form ddcτ

of τ . In view of the important theorems of Andreotti-Grauert, it would be
desirable to be able to deal with the cases where ddcτ has both negative and
positive eigenvalues. Unfortunately, this has not been accomplished.

Definition 4.1. An exhaustion function τ is called concave iff ddcτ < 0
on τ~ι[r, oo) for some r0, i.e. iff the eigenvalues of the Levi form ddcτ are
nonpositive from r0 upward. It is called convex iff ddcτ > 0 on τ~ι[r, oo) for
some r0, i.e. iff the eigenvalues of the Levi form ddcτ are nonnegative from
r0 upward.

In the sequel, we will make the harmless assumption that the r0 of Defini-
tion 4.1 is the same as that of Definition 2.1. Suppose then τ is concave. Be-
cause λa is a positive form on M ((ii) of the Theorem in [12]) and holomor-
phic mappings preserve positivity (we have again invoked the holomorphy of
/) J (— /*Λα Λ ddcτ) is a positive form on V in the sense that it induces a
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nonnegative measure on V. Because dcτ A f*λa always induces a positive
measure on dV[t] (for all these, see [9, p. 100]), we have

, ά)= J j*λa A ddcτ - J dcτ A f*λa < 0.
r [ 3 F [ ] 3Vίl

S(r

Thus (4) implies that

( 6 ) N(r, a) < T(r) + J dcτ A f*λa .
SF[ro]

We now integrate (6) with respect to a over M. For this, we need
Lemma C. n{ty a) is a locally integrable function on [r0, r] X M.
This Lemma will also be proved in §7. For the moment, the holomorphy

of / implies that w(ί, a) > 0 a.e. (this is the third place where we need / to

be holomorphic), so that Fubini's theorem may be applied. Thus, I N(r, ά)Ψa

A

= j dt I n(ί, a) ψa for any measurable subset A of M. We may recall
TO A

that Ψ is the volume element of M and 1 ^ = 1 by choice. To avoid confu-

sion, let M1 denote the image of V in M under /. Now suppose V has a con-
cave exhaustion and M — Mx has positive measure e then we will see that
this leads to a contradiction. Since n(t, ά) = 0iίa£M — M19

CN(r, a) ψa = ΪN(r9 a) Ψa = Γdt Γ n(t, a) ψaJ J J J
Mx M r 0 M

TO F[ί]

In other words,

( 8 )

where we have made use of Lemma 6.2 in [8]. On the other hand,

Γ(r(r)+ Γ dcτAf*λa)ψa

= (l-β)Γ(r)+ Γ?Γα Γ d'A
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We will now prove

(10) f ¥ a j d°τ Λ 1*λa ~ C l ' C l i n d e P e n d e n t of Λ and r .
Vi 3F[rβ]

The argument leading to (10) is not dependent on any specific assumption on
ddcτ and will be used again in §5. Also note once and for all that although

the integral I dcτ A f*λa is defined only for a € Mf. it makes sense to in-
3F[r0]

tegrate it over M because M-M' = 9 is the critical values of / , and is a set
of measure zero. So let us recall that λa(y) = g(a, y) ΛΨy , where A denotes
the interior product by the kahler form of M [7, p. 21], and g is C°° on M X

M except that along the diagonal it is 0 ( J in the terminology of de
\ r2""2 /

Rham [5, p. 135]. Recall also that g has been chosen to be positive on M X
M everywhere in accordance with (iϋ) of the Theorem in [12]. Thus f*g (or
more precisely, ( I X /)*g) is a positive (and obviously) measurable function
on M X dV[r0]. But Ψa is a positive measure on M, and dcτ Λ /* (AWy) is a
positive measure on dV[r0]. Therefore, we may again invoke Fubini's theo-
rem (alias Tonnelli's theorem). Thus

(ψa Γ d'τ A f*λa = f dcτΛ f*(ΛΨv) • f*

< j Λ Λ /* (Λψy) • f*
dVCrol ΛΓ

Now because of the singularity of g(a, y) (see [12, equation (8)]), I g(a, y) Ψa

M

is a continuous function of y by virtue of Lemma 5 of de Rham [5, p. 140],
and so the last integral in the above inequality is a finite constant Cx (we have
of course made use of the compactness of dV[r0]). This Q is clearly inde-
pendent of r and a, and so (10) is proved.

Combining (8), , (10), we have

If we assume df to be nonsingular at some point of V, then v(t) becomes
a positive nondecreasing function of ί, so that T(r) -» oo as r —• oo , and
therefore 1 < (1 — ε), which is impossible. Hence we have proved

Theorem 4.1. Let f:V-+M be holomorphic, and df nonsingular at some
point of V. If V has a concave exhaustion, and M is compact kάhlerian and
of the same dimension as that of V, then M — f(V) is of measure zero.

It should be stressed that in our definition the parameter τ goes to + oo .
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This theorem is similar to the equidistribution theorem in [9]. Note also the
following consequence:

Corollary 4.2. // V is obtained from a compact kάhler manifold by re-
moving a set of positive measure, then V admits no concave exhaustion.

5. The case of convex exhaustion will now be examined (see Definition
4.1). Note the well-known fact that Stein manifolds are exactly those, which
admit an exhaustion function without critical points and whose Levi form has
everywhere strictly positive eigenvalues so they form a sub-class of the com-
plex manifolds with convex exhaustion. In general, we again integrate (4) to
arrive at the analogue of Theorem 4.1. The precise statement is:

Theorem 5.1. Let f:V —*M be a holomorphic mapping between complex
manifolds of the same dimension n such that df is nonsingular at one point of
V. Assume V has a convex exhaustion function (i.e. eventually ddcτ < 0),
and M is compact kdhlerian with kάhler form K. If

lim inf FΓr]~F| : ro : } = 0 ,
T(r)

then M — f(V) is a set of measure zero.
Proof. Let us denote the image of V in M under / by Mx. Assume the

theorem to be false, then M — Mx has measure ε > 0. Integrating (4) over
Mλ, from §4 (especially (10)) we obtain

T(r) < (1 - ε) T(r) + (s(r, a) Wa + Cx.

Now, dcτ Λ f*λa induces a positive measure on dV[r] (we again refer to Bott-
Chern [9, p. 100] for details), so that

r, a) Ψa < jψa J f*λa A ddcτ .

At this point, the condition ddcτ > 0 enters crucially. Recall from §4 that
f*χa = f*g(a, . ) . f*Λ¥. Because both f*AΨ and ddcτ are positive forms,
f*ΛΨ Λ ddcτ induces a positive measure on V. Since Ψ is also a positive
measure on M and /*g(α, ) is a positive function measurable on M X V,
Fubini's Theorem is again applicable.

Hence,

JVα J /*4 Λ Λi<r = J > α ( J (f*g(a9y)).f*MyΛdd*τ
Mi Vtrl-Vlrol Mx F[r]-F[ro]
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= J f*ΛΨyΛdd*τ f*(fg(a,y)Ψa)

< J j*Mw A dd'τ . /* (jg(a, y) Ψa) .
Virl- Virol M

Again by Lemma 5 of de Rham [5, p. 160], \g(a, y)Ψa is a continuous

function of y and thus attains a positive maximum C 2, where C2 is inde-
pendent of r and a. Hence the right side of the above inequality is not greater
than

C2 J f
V ί l V l l

*ΛΨΛddcτ.

Now observe that Ψ = κn/n\ and so a simple computation gives AW =
*»-ι/(n - 1) ! . Thus

§Φa J f*λaΛdd<τ< C* j F^Λdd'τ.

Combining this with (11), we get

Γ(r) < (1 - ε) Γ(r) + C, + /

 C z

i λ t Γ f**-1 Λ ddcτ .
(n — 1)! J

FCrD-FCro]

If the assumption of Theorem 5.1 is in force, then, as r —> oo , 1 < (1 — ε),
which gives a contradiction. q.e.d.

The most important special case of Theorem 5.1, without doubt, is that of
V = Cn . In this case, we let r = Σ i *i ** Then ddcτ = 2 V ~ 1 Σ< d z i Λ

dz£ and ddcr > 0 everywhere. We may therefore let r0 be 0. On the other
hand, the kahler form ωQ associated with the flat metric on Cn is

and therefore ddcτ = 4α>0. Hence
Corollary 5.2. Lei /:Cn—>Λf fee holomorphic with df nonsingular at a

point of Cn. If M is compact kdhlerian and of dimension n, and K is its kahler
form, then

J Z***-1 Λ ω0
( 1 2 ) lim inf Cn™ = 0

Γ(r)

implies that M — f(Cn) is of measure zero.
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It should be noted that the integrand / K71'1 Λ ωohas a very simple geometric
meaning. Let us fix a point p of Cn and let f(p) = qeM. TΠhen the unit
sphere S in the tangent space C% of p is mapped by df onto a (possibly degen-
erate) hyper-ellipsoid in the tangent space Mq of q. This hyper-ellipsoid has
2« principal axes of length λu i19 λ2, λ2, , λn, λn. Let 5n_x be the (n — l)th
elementary symmetric function on λ19 - -, λn. Then it is a routine exercise to
show that

(f**-1 Λ ωo)(p) = JLs^ <(p) .

Next, let us recall that, since r = Σ i ^ Z i , Cn[r] are the balls of radius

J r , and J(r) = I v(/)Λ where v(t) = I /*y. Since it is a bit awkward to

o c»co

consider balls of radius J r instead of balls of radius r, we rephrase the
above corollary slightly. Let therefore Dr denote the ball in Cn of radius r.
In conformity with the definitions of v(t) and T(r) above, let

= jf*Ψ,

Then we have the following result weaker than Corollary 5.2:
Corollary 5.3. Under the same hypothesis as in Corollary 5.2, if we have,

instead of (12),

t/c71'1 Λ ω0

lim inf Ξi——- = 0 ,

then M — f (Cn) is a set of measure zero.

Proof. Since Cn[t] = Dvτ, vKt) = vif). Thus Γ(r) = fVr2τβ(s)sds.
0

Consequently, (12) is equivalent to:

lim inf D-JL = 0 ,

or equivalently,
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*"-1 Λ ω0

m inf ;
r ~ J v*(s)sds

(13) lim inf-% = 0 .

Now obviously, Γ*(r) = fv%s)ώns dominated asymptotically by Γv*(s)sds.
0 0

So if the hypothesis of Corollary 5.3 is true, then (13) must hold. Hence by
Corollary 5.2 our proof is complete.

Note that the quantity I/**71"1 Λ ω0 was first introduced by Chern in [1,
Dr

p. 537], where it was denoted by vΎ(t). Now Chern's theorem (ibid.) will be
deduced from Corollary 5.2 and the following lemmas.

First calculus lemma. Suppose h is continuous on [a, oo) and

lim sup j A = + oo .
r—oo »/

Then for every real number n>l, lim sup Γ tnh(t) dt = + oo.
r-*oo J

a

Proof. By the Tietze extension theorem, we may consider A as a con-

tinuous function defined on the real line. Let l(t) = A. Then the hypo-
1

thesis obviously implies lim sup l(r) = + oo. Now, it suffices to prove

lim sup Γ tnh = + oo. Precisely, if r0 > 1, N > 0 are given, we will produce
r—oo J

1

a number u>r0 such that J tnh > N. For this purpose, let S be the subset
1

of [r0, oo) such that for every seS, l(s) > max {N, maximum of | /1 in [1, r0]}.
5 is nonempty because lim sup /(r) = + oo, and 5 is of course closed. We let

r—oo

u be the mnimum member of S. Then by choice, l(u) > max {N, maximum
of 111 in [1, w]}. We proceed to use integration by parts. Since /' = A, we get

Γ* tnh = unl(u)

i

n-1 dt.

Now nt71'1 is positive on [1, «]; so the mean value theorem for integrals may
be applied. Hence for some ί0 e [1, w],

Γt*h = uH(u) - l(t0) Cnt"-1 dt
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= «»/(«)- 2(0 (Il - l )

^ M»/(W) - /(«) («" - 1) > /(«) > iV.

Second calculus lemma. Let f, g be nonnegative functions continuous on

[a, o o ) such thai l i m i n f - ^ ; — = 0 . Then for every real n u m b e r n>l,

S

liminf-— = 0 .

J
Proof. If / is identically zero, there is nothing to prove. So we assume

/ > 0 somewhere, then for the hypothesis to hold, it is necessarily true that

lim sup Γ g = + oo. Consequently, lim sup I (εg — /) = + oo, where ε is
r-*oo J r - oo J

a a

some positive constant to be specified. By the first calculus lemma,

lim sup I (eg — /) tn = + oo. In particular, on an infinite sequence {rj, rt —>
a

+ oo, we must have

εt«g.

J'n
Now, suppose the lemma were false, then lim inf —zrτ— = ε > 0 . Hence- J !-,

a

in a neighborhood [u, oo) of oo,

\-r— > ε for all r e [w, oo].

In other words, j t*f > I e tng for all r e [M, OO) . This clearly con-
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tradicts the above inequality.

Corollary 5.4 (Chern's theorem). Let f:Cn-+M be the same as in Co-

rollary 5.2. Define vk(r) = Cf*κn'k Λ ωj, 0 < k < n, and let

Ur)= W , Γl(r)= Γjψ-&.
J t2n~l J t2n

Suppose for r —• oo,

(a) T0(r) -> oo ,

(b) l i m ^m i n f ^ 0 ;

then M — / (Cn) fa α set of measure zero.
Proof. Obviously all the vk{f) are nondecreasing functions of r, so that

v[(t) is a nonnegative function. We may therefore apply the second calculus
lemma to (b) to conclude that (13) and hence (12) hold.

6. The author would like to make some comments on Theorem 5.1 and
Corollary 5.2 in connection with Chern's Theorem (Corollary 5.4). This the-
orem of Chern's for M = PnC has so far been the central result in w-dimen-
sional equidistribution theory around which all later developments of the
subject have revolved. But the fact that Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2
generalize this theorem by allowing for more general domain and image mani-
folds, by itself, hardly justifies their existence. Of course it gives one satis-
faction of sorts to have this generality, but the fact remains that we still do
not understand the special case of f:Cn-» PnC. So the author feels the main
points about Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 are that they show more trans-
parently how Chern's vλ(r) comes about, that their proof is simple and
straight-forward and that one can finally dispense with condition (1) of Co-
rollary 5.4, namely, TQ(r) —• oo. For in order that the latter be valid, vQ(r)
roughly speaking must grow as rapidly as r271'2. This growth restriction is not
satisfied for such simple mappings as polynominal mappings of Cn —*Cn £
PnC, as is self-evident. In other words, the gap between necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for PnC — f(Cn) to be of measure zero is too wide in the
presence of condition (a). As a first step towards a better understanding of
holomorphic mappings, this gap should be narrowed. It was this desire to
remove the hypothesis of T0(r) —» oo that had led to the writing of this series
of papers.

7. We now prove Lemmas A, B, C. We first dispose of Lemmas A and
B. Since a s M', f~\a) Π V[r] is a finite set {p15 , pt}. Recall that by the
very definition of M', df{pt) is nonsingular for all i. Thus we may choose a
neighborhood U of a so small that (i) f'KU) is a disjoint union Ux, , Ul9
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(ii) Pi e Ut and (iii) / is a diffeomorphism on each ί/<β Let normal coordinates

*i> 9 X2n be chosen around a as in §3 of [12] so that x^ά) = 0 and (0)|

is orthonormal. We may as well assume U = {Σ**ϊ < s 2} Let us fix our
attention on ί/1? say, and let yt = /*** be the coordinate functions on Uλ.
Thus y,(p) = 0, i = 1, . , In. Now /*λα = f*g (a, . )fMT, and fMΓ is C~.
To prove that the improper integrals in Lemmas A and B converge, we need
only focus our attention on the singularity of f*g(a9 ). Let us assume n > 1,
as the case n = 1 is contained in [8]. By (8) in Part I [12], the singularity of
f*g(a, ) around px is

1 1 ,

+ '(,2n — 2;6 2 n (2j*yί)

where -η is a function such that both (Σi?ί ) ~ Γ " v ^ (Σ
bounded (see (i) of §8 of the present paper). From this, Lemma A and (i) of
Lemma B are immediate. For (ii) of Lemma B, let us choose D] to be the
open ball {Σiiy\<ε2} then the desired conclusion is also obvious by employ-
ing polar coordinates.

Now to Lemma C. Let the singular locus of df in the closure of V[r] — V[r0]
be y9 i.e. y is the subset on which df is singular. Sf is a lower dimensional
variety in a compact set and hence is itself compact. So M — /(50 — f(dV[r0])
— f(βV[r]) to be called N is open dense. Let V be the set of critical values
of τ in [r0, r]. Since if is a finite set, the set Q = {r0, r] — # } X N is open
dense in [r0, r] X M. It suffices then to prove that n(t, a) is locally integrable
in Q. From this point on, the details are similar to those of Lemma 6.1 in
[8]. The main point is that for each a<zN, f-\a) Π V[r] - V[r0] is a finite
set {px, - ", Pi} and / maps a neighborhood Ui of pt diffeomorphically onto a
fixed neighborhood U of a in JV. Then n(ί, Λ) becomes locally constant in β.

8. We now come to the two errors committed in Part I [12]. Both are
concerned with the careless handling of the symbol 0(1 /r*), and are precisely
as follows. (We assume throughout this section that the dimension d of M
exceeds 2.)

( i ) Recall first that from equation (8), we have, for y near α,

where ra(y) denotes the geodesic distance from y to α, and η is a function
such that (r$~3) is bounded. Then in the computation of the explicit expres-
sion for μ α ( = *dg(α, )), it was assumed without comment that (r£~2) dη was
bounded.

This is of course false in general, but true in this special case now we are
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going to prove this validity. To facilitate the discussion, let us take over all
the notation in §§27-31 of de Rham's book [5]. (Therefore, we change M to
V, d to n, and ra(y) to r(a, y), etc.) From [5, p. 157] we know that the de
Rham-Green operator G is given by

G = Ω - (ΩK - F + HΩ - HΩK + HF)£L Q _ Q1,

and g is just the degree zero portion of the kernel of this integral operator.
What was designated η above is exactly the contribution from the kernel of
i2j. It should be noted once and for all that all the kernels which ever come
up are C°° off the diagonal of V X V. In the following, we only worry about
the behavior near the diagonal; so all the statements refer only to a neigh-
borhood of the diagonal. Now to be precise, rd

a"
4 η is already bounded. It is

then a fact that a closer examination of Ωx will give the boundedness of rd

a~
zdη

as desired. The details are straightforward but tedious so let it suffice to pin-
point the crucial facts. The first fact is that the kernels of F and H are C°° on
all of V X V, and the kernel of Ω is the product of a C00 function with a
power of Γ(JC, y). Therefore Lemma 1 in [5, p. 136] is applicable. Next, K =
— H —ΔF — P + PH + PΔF, and the only wearisome member here is P;
we must have control of its kernel. Recall how P is defined on [5, p. 156];
it is the resolvent operator of (/ — Q)ξ = a, i.e. ξ = (/ — P)a should provide
a solution. Now the kernel q(x, y) of Q is 0(r2~n) and is a product of a C°°
function with a power of r(x, y) and therefore is known as having a weak
singularity (Mikhlin, [10]). The standard way to handle (/ — Q)ξ = a is to
consider instead the equivalent equation

(14) (/ - Qm)ξ = (/ + β + + β7*-1)* ,

where m is some positive integer [10, pp. 62-64]. By Lemma 6 on p. 140
and Lemma 4 on p. 138 of [5], we may as well assume m so large that β m

has a C1 kernel. Then the classical theory of Fredholm applies, and it tells us
that the resolvent operator of (14) has the form: / — P = (/ + ΛX/ + β + •
_j. Q™-1) -i- p2, where the kernels of Pα and P2 are C1 near the diagonal of
V X V, and C00 off the diagonal as usual. Therefore the only contribution to
the singularity of the kernel p(x, y) of P as well as to the partial derivatives
of p(x, y) comes from (/ + β + + β™"1). But the latter is manageable
precisely because β is a product of a C°° function with a power of r(x, y). On
the basis of these facts, a repeated application of Lemma 1 (p. 136), Lemma
4 (p. 138) and Lemma 6 (p. 140) of de Rham [5] gives us the desired
boundedness of r^"3 dη.

(ii) A second unproved statement occurs right after equation (12) in [12].
We had
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( - l y ^ ί ^ q Λ ••• ΛdXtΛ ••• A dxd + ξ,

where £ is a form such that rd

a~
z ξ is bounded near a. Then it was stated with-

out proof that Cf*ξ -> 0 as ε -> 0 (ε is the radius of dUt). This is not at all
3Ui

obvious; so a proof is also supplied now.
Observe first that dξ is an integrable form. One can see this most simply

by noting dμa = dξ and then by using the fact that dμa = Ω in M — {a}. Thus
dξ = Ω in M — {a} and the above assertion is obvious. Now it suffices to es-
tablish the following.

Suppose W, V are closed coordinate neighborhoods of two arbitrary
manifolds with coordinate functions {y19 , yd} and {x19 , xd} defined on
them respectively. Suppose further that yx(p) = yd(p) = 0 and xx(a) =
= χd(ά) = 0. Let f:W-*V be aC* map such that f~\a) = {/?}, and ξ be a
form on V, C°° in V - {a} such that rd~zξ is bounded in V\r = (21* jφ1/2)

and Cdξ is finite. Then Γ f*ξ — 0 as ε -> 0 .

Proof. Choose V = {Σt x\ < ε?}, and let ετ be so small that V Π f(W) = 0 .
Then for all b β V, the degree of / at b is n(W, b) = constant ( = n(W, a))
(see, for instance, [11, p, 91]), Let U = f-\V). We may further assume ε2

so small that V c V\ V C WΓ'. Now choose a C°° fimction /> with support in

V so that p = 1 in V" = j j , ΛJ < ί - | - ) ' [ . Let ίF£ = {Σ< y\ < ε2}, where ε is

so small that W c /-H^O. Now,

ff*d(pξ) = Jn(U, b)d(pξ) ([8, Lemma 6.2])
U V

= [n(W'9 b)d(pξ) (def. of t/, V).
V

Since n ( ^ , b) is a constant, call it C. Then

(15) J f*d(pξ) = C JrfQuf) = finite .
U V

We have used the assumption of j | dξ \ < oo. Now

Jf*d(pξ) = J d(f*pξ) +
u-wt wc
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= ji*pξ~ ff*pξ + Jf*d(pξ)

= - J f*ξ + ff*d(pξ)

-— lim f f*ξ

as ε -» 0, by (15). On the other hand, if we choose δ < - ί εx so that Vδ =

{£< JC? < δ2} C F r / . Then

c Jd(pξ) = c f d(pξ) + c jd(pξ)
y v-vδ vδ

-c{jpξ-jpξ+μPξ))
dvδ dVδ

-^0 as δ ~* 0 ,

because of (15) and the fact that rd'3ξ is bounded. Combination of these with
(15) hence completes the proof.

Note. After the completion of this paper, Professor Wilhelm Stoll has
kindly called my attention to the following two points:

( i ) Theorem 5.1 has been proved for M = PnC in his paper [6, The-
orem 5.1.3].

(ii) Dr. Hirschfelder in his thesis (University of Notre Dame, 1968) has
considered a more general situation than what is done in this series of papers.
His results seem to overlap considerably with those given here, while his
method is different from ours.
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